GENERAL NOTES

1. REPLACEABLE/INTERCHANGEABLE ELECTRONICS MODULE DETERMINES THE ELECTRONICS VERSION AND OUTPUT SIGNAL.
2. TOPWORKS CAN BE ROTATED TO ANY POSITION WITHIN ONE TURN COUNTERCLOCKWISE OF THE FULLY TIGHTENED POSITION.
3. CONDUIT CONNECTIONS (TWO) ARE EITHER 1/2 NPT, M20, OR PG 13.5. PLUG UNUSED CONNECTION WITH SUPPLIED METAL PLUG.

For dimensional information specific to your sales order, contact your sales representative to order a Certified Dimensional Print (CDP).
OPTIONAL MOUNTING BRACKET SET (-M1 THROUGH -M6)

EXTERNAL EARTH (GROUND)

SPACER THREADS INTO CONDUIT CONNECTION

FOR HORIZONTAL PIPE MOUNTING (U-BOLT IS ROTATED 90°)

VERTICAL PIPE MOUNTING

OPTION -A1
HAWKE-TYPE CABLE GLAND (1/2 NPT)

OPTION -A2
NYLON CABLE GLAND (PG 13.5)

OPTION -A3
M20 CONDUIT CONNECTION (1/2 NPT)

OPTION -A4
BRASS CABLE GLAND (PG 13.5)